One of tbe least attended to aspects of Wing Chun
is footwork,. The prpblem is many people only
concentrate on tbeir hand techniques and they forget
tbeir feet,
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is only a matter of attending to it. For

example, when you first start Chi Sau,

it is
natural not to move too much, and
concentrate on your hands. If you are told at
the same time to try and move your feet and
waist, you would become very confuse d,very
quickly. So at the start, you concenrrate on
your hands. Your teacher and your seniors

should be able to remind you each time you
your legs too straight, or your feet too
wide/narrow etc. so you don't need to w.orry
too much.
After a while, /ou should srarr ro
concentrate on your legs andyour footwork.
A good way to do this is to repeat the same
methodology to your feet as you did at the
start, i.e. forget about your hands (or at least
don't worry about them), and concen trate
have

on your feet.
A nice simple exercise ro rry:

Use one hand, and changing from

either Tan Sau to Bong Sau, allow your
partner to guide you in any directior by
either pushing on your arm, or pulling it.
Your partner should not use too much
pressure as the exercise is designed to train
your footwork, but as you get better, they
can make you move faster, or alternate the
pace suddenly.

Your partner should continually
change directions, going left or right,
forwards or backwards etc. You should try
and follow his/her lead, moving at the same
speed and changing direction smoothly.
Sometimes your partner can move only a
little, so you need only to take one or rwo
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many situations. Thus it is
very important or should
I say Yery,Yery important
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that you can move quickly, smoothly and
technic ally correctly to different positions
with ease. \(hen you can do this you will be
in a better position to us e your hand
techniques, whether they be attacking or
defendirg. This is because at all times you
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where you monotonously step forwards and
backwards.
Whilst Chi Sau allows you to develop
your hand techniques and discover how to
use them, it also does the same for your
stances and stepping. Once you realise this,

steps, or even just turn.
Try not to make it

more you can make

a

fixed pattern, rhe

it random the better.

Your partner should tell you if you are making
mistakes. Be careful not to only step and

forget about turning your waist. Once you
find you are quite comfortabl e, ty ro use
your new footwork skills in your Chi Sau.
The difference it makes is quite marked. As
the Chinese saying goes, 'A journey of a
thousand miles starts with a single step", or
in our case a single step or turnl
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